
SOLUTIONS TO CSC 210 WEEK 8 TEST

DR. GODFREY C. MUGANDA

1. Consider a method

void placeLastInSortedArray(int [] arr, int lastSortedPos)

that is called with an array arr and an integer lastSortedPos whose value is at
most arr.length - 2. You are told that the elements at positions

0, 1, . . . lastSortedPos

are all sorted in non-decreasing order (roughly increasing order). This means that
lastSortedPos + 1 is the first position outside of the sorted range of the array.

For each of the following sequences of integers, assumed to be stored in the array
arr starting at position 0, what is the largest possible value of the parameter
lastSortedPos?

From k = 0 start start searching for a position k such that arr[k] > arr[k + 1].

(a) Array is 17 5 18 45: Largest possible value of lastSortedPos is
0.

(b) Array is 17 18 45 78 75 108: Largest possible value of lastSortedPos is
4.

2. One way of writing the partition algorithm of Quicksort is to write a method

int partition (int [] arr, int lower, int upper)

which is supposed to return an integer p, the pivot position, where the part
arr[lower..upper] of the array has been rearranged so that everything in
arr[lower..p-1] is less than arr[p] and everything in arr[p+1, .. upper] is
greater or equal to arr[p].

The strategy we adopted in class was to use a local variable frontier in such a
way that at all times, everything in arr[lower..p-1] was less that arr[p] and
everything in arr[p+1, .. frontier-1] was greater or equal to arr[p].

Initially, we set

int p = lower;

int frontier = lower+1;

Write the code for the partition. You should use a while loop internal to the
method.

Consult your lecture notes for the solution.
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3. Write the recursive Quicksort method

void quicksort(int [] arr, int lower, int upper)

to sort the portion of the array arr between lower and upper.

Consult your lecture notes for the solution.

4. Suppose that I want to sort an entire array

int [] myArray = { ... }; // array elements not shown

Write a Java statement that will call the quicksort method with the correct pa-
rameters to accomplish the sort of the array.

quicksort(myArray, 0, myArray.length-1);

5. Assume that I have a large array of randomly generated integers. I want to
search the array to see if it contains another integer X. I am not allowed to sort
the array.

(a) What is the best search method to use? Linear Search

(b) What is the Big O worst case complexity? O(n)

6. Now take the same random array of the previous problem, but now someone has
already sorted it for me. I still want to search the array to see if it contains another
integer X.

(a) What is the best search method to use? Binary Search

(b) What is the Big O worst case complexity? O(log2 n)

7. Give a characteristic that is an essential and must-have characteristic in a good
hash code function.

Equal objects must hash to the same value.

8. Give a characteristic that is desirable in good hash code function, but on which
we cannot insist.

Unequal objects would preferably hash to different values.

9. Explain what is meant by a collision when using a hash code function.

A collision is what occurs when two objects that are not equal hash
to the same value.

10. In Java, a collection that has a concept of position (index) for storing its ele-
ments and allows duplicates is called a list.

11. In Java a collection that does not allow duplicates, and has no concept of po-
sition is called a set.

12. Two techniques for implementing lists in Java are (1) Linked Allocation tech-
nique, which is used in the LinkedList class, and (2) contiguous allocation tech-
nique , which is used in the ArrayList class.
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13. Two techniques for implementing sets in Java are (1) hashing technique, which
is used in the HashSet class, and (2) balanced search trees technique,
which is used in the TreeSet class.

14. In Java, a set of key-value pairs, where no two key-value pairs share the same
key, is called a map.

15. A Scanner object contains a prefix expression consisting of integers and oper-
ators separated by white space. Write a function

int evalPrefix(Scanner sc)

that evaluates the the prefix expression and returns its value.

int evalPrefix(Scanner sc)

{

if (sc.hasNextInt())

{

return sc.nextInt();

}

// non base case: operator followed by

// two prefix expressions

String op = sc.next();

int left = evalPrefix(sc);

int right= evalPrefix(sc);

switch(op)

{

case "+" : return left + right;

case "*" : return left * right;

case "-" : return left - right;

case "/" : return left / right;

}

}

16. A binary tree is represented by a class Node where

class Node

{

int value;

Node left;

Node right;

}

Write a method

int evenCount(Node tree)

that returns the number of all nodes in the tree that store even values.

Observe that the number of even nodes in the number of even nodes
in the left subtree + number of even nodes in the right subtree +
1 if the root node is even.

int evenCount(Node tree)

{

if (tree == null) return 0;
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int root_even = 0;

if (tree.value % 2 == 0) root_even = 1;

return root_even +

evenCount(tree.left) + evenCount(tree.right);

}

17. Describe a procedure, without writing any code, for returning the smallest
value stored in a binary search tree.

If the tree is empty, there is no minimum. If the tree has no left sub-
tree, then the root is the minimum. Otherwise, recursively return
the minimum of the left subtree.

18. Can the largest node in a binary search tree have a left child? If you answer yes,
show an example binary search tree with where the largest node has a left child,
but if you answer no, explain why the largest node cannot have a left child.

Yes this is possible. Consider the binary search tree with two nodes,
10 and 20, where 20 is the root and 10 in the left child of the root.

19. Can the largest node in a binary search tree have a right child? If you answer
yes, show an example binary search tree with where the largest node has a right
child, but if you answer no, explain why the largest node cannot have a right child.

No. By definition of a binary search tree, a right child is always
larger than its parent, therefore the largest node cannot have a
right child.


